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Abstract
I survey the parameter space of NAHE-based free fermionic het-
erotic string models. First, I discuss flat directions of the low en-
ergy effective field theories and show that D-flat directions need not
be isomorphic to gauge invariant superpotential terms. Next, I re-
view recent studies of three generation SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y ,
SU(3)C ×SU(2)L ×SU(2)R ×U(1)B−L, SU(4)C × SU(2)L ×U(1)Y ′ ,
and flipped SU(5) models, constructed by Wilson breaking of the un-
derlying SO(10) observable sector gauge group of the NAHE ZZ2× ZZ2
basis.
Based on talk presented at the First International Conference on String
Phenomenology.
1Gerald Cleaver@baylor.edu
1 NAHE-based ZZ2 × ZZ2 Heterotic Models
The NAHE-based [1] free fermionic [2] approach to heterotic superstring
model building has proven very successful phenomenologically. This con-
struction yielded Flipped SU(5) [3] around 1988, several standard-like mod-
els in the 1990’s [4], the Minimal Supersymmetric Heterotic Standard Model
(MSHSM) [5] in 1999-2000, and in 2002 a standard-like model with the po-
tential for optical unification [6].
The NAHE set of basis vectors is composed of 5 sectors, {1,S,b1,b2,b3}.
The antiperiodic sector 0 ≡ 1 + 1 yields the massless generators of the
gauge group SO(10) × SO(6)3 × E8, and S generates N = 1 spacetime
supersymmetry (SUSY), while each bi produces 2 copies of (16, 4) and
(16, 4) of SO(10) × SO(6)i, respectively. Thus, the NAHE set contains
2 × (4 + 4) × 3 = 48 generations of SO(10). Additional sectors, acting
like Wilson loops, can reduce both the gauge group and the number of
copies of each generation. For (quasi)-realistic models, SO(10) is broken
to a smaller gauge group containing SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y × U(1)Z′ ,
where U(1)Y = U(1)C+U(1)L and U(1)Z′ = U(1)C−U(1)L, while each bi is
constrained to produce only a single copy of a generation. This reduction oc-
curs at the expense of many new Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
(MSSM) charged exotics appearing from Wilson loop sectors. Further, an
extra U(1) usually becomes anomalous. This U(1)A has its origin either from
E6 decomposition into SO(10) × U(1) or from one of the U(1)’s generated
by D = 10 → D = 4 compactification. The two distinct U(1)A types have
different phenomenological implications.
2 Flat Directions in the Low Energy Effective
Field Theory
For quasi-realistic models, Wilson lines can break SO(10) into SU(5)×U(1),
SO(6)× SO(4) ∼ SU(4)C × SU(2)L × SU(2)R, SU(4)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y ,
SU(3)C×SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)B−L, or SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y . These
gauge groups are found in models at various points in the NAHE-based
free fermionic parameter space. In the low energy effective field theory it
is possible to move away from free fermionic points through vacuum ex-
pectation values (VEVs) of scalar fields. When an Abelian anomaly ex-
2
ists, the Green-Schwarz-Dine-Seiberg-Witten mechanism eliminates it and
in the process generates a Fayet-Iliopoulos (F-I) D-term, ξ = g
2(TrQA)
192pi2
M2Pl.
ξ imposes a VEV at a scale near ∼ 1
10
Mstring through the D-flatness con-
straints, DA ≡
∑
mQ
m
A |〈φm〉|
2+ξ = 0 (for the anomalous Abelian symmetry),
Di ≡
∑
mQ
m
A |〈φm〉|
2 = 0 (for the non-anomalous Abelian symmetries), and
Dαa ≡
∑
m〈φ
†
mT
α
a φm〉 = 0 (for the non-Abelian symmetries). For anomaly-
free models, a D-flat VEV is perturbatively allowed, but its scale is not
specified. A D-flat VEV must also be F -flat to at least 17th order in W for
SUSY to remain unbroken down to ∼ 10 TeV.
For VEVs involving only non-Abelian singlets, all D-flat directions cor-
respond to gauge invariant superpotential terms. In ref. [7] we show that
flatness is much more involved for non-Abelian fields, specifically that D-
flat directions do not necessarily correspond to gauge invariant superpoten-
tial terms. Take, for example, SU(2) doublets, Li, where Ricos
θi
2
exp{−iφ
2
}
and Risin
θi
2
exp{+iφ
2
} are the “up” and “down” VEV components. Then a
D-flat solution can be formed from three doublets Li=1,2,3 of equal norms,
|R1|
2 = |R2|
2 = |R3|
2, when θ1 = 0, θ2 = θ3 =
2pi
3
and φ2 = 0, φ3 = pi. In
contrast, the only superpotential term containing three unique doublets is
(up to an overall power) L1L2(L3)
2 ≡ (L1 ·L3)(L2 ·L3), which corresponds to
the norms |R1|
2 = |R2|
2 = 1
2
|R3|
2. For D-flat VEVs lacking superpotential
correspondence, we present a geometric language for which there is intuitive
and immediate recognition of when D- and F -conditions are simultaneously
compatible. Our method provides a tool for comprehensive classification of
flat directions.
3 Optical Unification
An enduring issue in string theory has been the discrepancy between the
SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y ([321]) gauge coupling unification scale, ΛU ≈
2.5× 1016 GeV [8], for the the MSSM with intermediate scale desert and the
string scale, ΛH ≈ 5× 10
17 GeV [9], for the weakly coupled heterotic string.
One explanation is that intermediate scale exotics could shift the MSSM
unification scale upward to the string scale [10]. If MSSM exotics exist with
intermediate scale masses of order ΛI , then the actual [321] running couplings
are altered above ΛI . It is then, perhaps, puzzling that the illusion of MSSM
unification should still be maintained when the intermediate scale MSSM
3
exotics are ignored [11]. Maintaining this illusion likely requires very fine
tuning of ΛI for a generic exotic particle set and ΛH . Slight shifting of ΛI
would, with high probability, destroy appearances. Thus, in some sense,
the apparent MSSM unification below the string scale might be viewed as
accidental [12, 11].
Joel Giedt recently discussed a mechanism, entitled “optical unification,”
whereby the appearance of a ΛU is not accidental [11]. Optical unification
results in ΛU not disappearing under shifts of ΛI . Instead, ΛU likewise shifts
in value. This effect is parallel to a virtual image always appearing between
a diverging lens and a real object. Hence, Giedt’s choice of appellation for
this mechanism.
Successful optical unification requires three things [11]. First, the effective
level of the hypercharge generator must be the standard kY =
5
3
. This
is a strong constraint on string-derived [321] models, for the vast majority
have non-standard hypercharge levels. Only select classes of models, such
as the NAHE-based free fermionic class, can yield kY =
5
3
. Second, optical
unification imposes the relationship δb2 =
7
12
δb3 +
1
4
δbY , between the exotic
particle contributions δb3, δb2, and δb1 to the [321] beta function coefficients.
Each SU(3)C exotic triplet or anti-triplet contributes
1
2
to δb3; each SU(2)C
doublet contributes 1
2
to δb2. With the hypercharge of a MSSM quark doublet
normalized to 1
6
, the contribution to δbY from an individual particle with
hypercharge QY is Q
2
Y . δb3 > δb2 is required to keep the virtual unification
scale below the string scale. Combining this with the second constraint
imposes δb3 > δb2 ≥
7
12
δb3, since δbY ≥ 0.
To acquire intermediate scale mass, the exotic triplets and anti-triplets
must be equal in number. Similarly, the exotic doublets must be even in
number. Hence, δb3 and δb2 must be integer [11]. As Giedt pointed out, the
simplest solution to optical unification is a set of three exotic triplet/anti-
triplet pairs and two pairs of doublets. One pair of doublets can carry QY =
±1
2
, while the remaining exotics carry no hypercharge. Alternately, if the
doublets carry too little hypercharge, some exotic SU(3)C ×SU(2)L singlets
could make up the hypercharge deficit. The next simplest solution requires
four triplet/anti-triplet pairs and three pairs of doublets that yield δbY = 2
2
3
either as a set, or with the assistance of additional non-Abelian singlets. In
ref. [6], we present a standard-like model that has the potential to realize the
latter optical unification solution, with the required hypercharge carried by
the (anti)-triplets and one additional pair of singlets. Detailed analysis of
4
this model is underway.
4 Left-Right Symmetric Models
Our parameter space investigations have led to the discovery of four models
with left-right symmetry, two lacking [13] and two containing an anomalous
U(1) [13, 14]. The first non-anomalous model has gauge group SU(3)C ×
SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)B−L×
∏6
i=1U(1)i×SU(3)H1×SU(3)H2×
∏10
i=7 U(1)i,
while the second has both observable and hidden sector symmetries en-
hanced by Wilson loops, SU(3)C×SU(2)L×SU(2)R×SU(2)B−L×U(1)Y ′×∏7
i=1 U(1)i × SU(4)H1 × SU(4)H2 ×
∏9
i=8 U(1)i. The lack of an anomaly in
these models is related to neither model having its basis in SO(12)×E8×E8
nor in SO(12)× SO(16)× SO(16), but rather in SO(16)×E7 × E7.
Being non-anomalous, these models have no inherent F-I VEV scale. Both
models contain a neutral SM singlet in a 16 of SO(10) which can break
SU(2)R, but the corresponding component in a 16 is absent. Instead the
16 carries a SU(3)C ×SU(2)L-singlet with non-zero electromagnetic charge.
Further, all other SU(2)R exotic doublets carry fractional electromagnetic
charge. Thus, SU(2)R cannot be broken along a SUSY flat direction in
these two models. However, Model 2 contains SU(2)B−L doublets that break
SU(2)B−L along flat directions.
An interesting feature of Model 1 is that its entire hidden sector matter
spectrum can get superheavy along some flat directions, while the hidden sec-
tor gauge bosons remain massless. Thus, the lightest hidden sector states can
be glueballs that only interact with SM states via superheavy fermions. This
makes for interesting dark matter candidates. In both models, all mass cou-
plings involve Higgs bi-doublets. This implies a danger of inducing FCNC’s
at an unacceptable rate.
The two anomalous models have gauge groups identical to Models 1 and
2, respectively, except that U(1)1 becomes U(1)A. Here the anomaly does
not arise from a U(1) within E6, but from six-dimensional compactification.
Model 3 contains Higgs bi-doublets, while Model 4 does not. Model 4 also
lacks Abelian flat directions. In fact, the anomaly can only be cancelled
by SU(2)L and/or SU(2)R doublets taking on VEVs. Thus, at least one of
SU(2)L or SU(2)R must be broken in Model 4.
SU(4)C ×SU(2)L×U(1)Y ′ models are also under investigation. Detailed
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properties of these models will appear in an upcoming paper [15].
5 Flipped SU(5)
Heterotic flipped SU(5) had its origin back in the late 1990’s [3] and is the
most developed of all string models. The complete gauge group for this
model is S˜U(5)×U(1)×
∏4
i=1 U(1)i×SO(10)H ×SO(6)H . The hidden sector
states are the Ti=1 to 5 (10 reps of SO(10)H), ∆i=1 to 5 (6 reps of SO(6)H),
and the F˜j=1 to 6 and F˜ j=1 to 6, (4 and 4 reps of SO(6)H, respectively). Flat
directions for U(1)A cancellation generally induce near string-scale mass for
some, but not all, of these states [16]. Depending on the number of Ti and
∆i remaining massless, the SO(10) condensate scale is around 10
14 to 15 GeV
and that for SO(6) is around 1012 to 13 GeV.
The F˜3,5 and F˜ 3,5 states always remain massless down to the condensate
scales, where they may form four-field “tetron” condensates [17]. Uncharged
tetrons could make good dark matter candidates [17]. Coriano et al. has
recently raised the issue of the relative lifetimes of the electromagnetically
charged to uncharged tetrons [18]. The related decay terms for charged and
uncharged tetrons are currently under investigation [19].
6 Conclusion
The parameter space of NAHE-class [1] free fermionic [2] heterotic strings
has, over the last 15 years, provided (quasi)-realistic models with very inter-
esting combinations of phenomenological features. Many features of a given
model are generally very dependent upon choice of perturbative flat direction.
Some of the most desired properties, such as a standard hypercharge embed-
ding, are very difficult to find in the parameter space of other model classes.
The flipped SU(5) model [3], the MSHSM [5], and the recently-discovered
optical unification model [6], have especially interesting properties. There is
ongoing work to embed these models in M-theory [20].
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